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A formal model of integrityA formal model of integrity
(Clark(Clark--Wilson Integrity Model)Wilson Integrity Model)

Goal: Goal: Develop rules to ensure that certification and enforceDevelop rules to ensure that certification and enforce
ment of transactions are done correctly.ment of transactions are done correctly.
Data Items:Data Items:
CDIsCDIs (constrained data items):(constrained data items): Data subject to integrity constrains.Data subject to integrity constrains.
Accounting example: Accounting example: one integrity constrain for an account isone integrity constrain for an account is
(today(today’’s deposits) + (yesterdays deposits) + (yesterday’’s balance) s balance) –– (today(today’’s withdrawals) = (todays withdrawals) = (today’’s balance).s balance).

UDIsUDIs (unconstrained data items):(unconstrained data items): Data not subject to integrity conData not subject to integrity con
strains.strains.
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ProceduresProcedures
IVP (integrity verification procedure):IVP (integrity verification procedure):
The purpose of an IVPThe purpose of an IVP is to confirm that all of the is to confirm that all of the CDIsCDIs in     in     
the system conform to the the system conform to the integrity specificationintegrity specification..
In the accounting example, this corresponds to the In the accounting example, this corresponds to the audit     audit     
functionfunction..

TP (transformation procedure):TP (transformation procedure):
The The TPTP corresponds to our concept of the corresponds to our concept of the wellwell--formed         formed         
transactiontransaction..
The purpose of a TPThe purpose of a TP is to change the is to change the set of set of CDIsCDIs from one  from one  
valid statevalid state to another. to another. 
In the accounting example, a In the accounting example, a TPTP corresponds to a corresponds to a double   double   
entry transaction.entry transaction.
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Valid StateValid State
At any given time, the At any given time, the CDIsCDIs must meet the             must meet the             
integrity requirementsintegrity requirements, we call this condition a    , we call this condition a    
““valid statevalid state””..
To maintain To maintain the integrity of the the integrity of the CDIsCDIs, the system , the system 
must ensure that only must ensure that only a TPa TP can manipulate the    can manipulate the    
CDIsCDIs.  .  
Before execution of the Before execution of the TPTP, , an IVPan IVP was executed  was executed  
to verify that the to verify that the CDIsCDIs are in a are in a valid statevalid state..

CDICDI
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IVPIVP TP1TP1 TP2TP2
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CertificationCertification
System must ensure that the System must ensure that the TPTP performs a         performs a         
wellwell--formed transformationformed transformation. . 
The validity of a TPThe validity of a TP (or an IVP) can be determined (or an IVP) can be determined 
only by certifying it with respect to a specific        only by certifying it with respect to a specific        
integrity policyintegrity policy..
The certification functionThe certification function is usually is usually a manual       a manual       
operationoperation (security officer, system owner, and     (security officer, system owner, and     
system custodian), some system custodian), some automated aidsautomated aids may be may be 
available.available.
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Certification RulesCertification Rules
C1: All C1: All IVPsIVPs must properly ensure that all must properly ensure that all CDIsCDIs
are in a are in a valid statevalid state at the time the IVP is run.at the time the IVP is run.
C2: C2: All All TPsTPs must be certified to be validmust be certified to be valid. That is,   . That is,   
they must take a CDI to a valid final state, given    they must take a CDI to a valid final state, given    
that it is in a valid state to begin with. that it is in a valid state to begin with. For each TP, For each TP, 
and each set of and each set of CDIsCDIs that it may manipulate, the  that it may manipulate, the  
security officer must specify a security officer must specify a ““relation,relation,”” which  which  
defines that executiondefines that execution. A relation is thus of the     . A relation is thus of the     
form: (form: (TPiTPi, (, (CDIaCDIa, , CDIbCDIb, , CDIcCDIc, . . .)), where the list , . . .)), where the list 
of of CDIsCDIs defines a particular set of arguments for defines a particular set of arguments for 
which the TP has been certified.which the TP has been certified.
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Enforcement RulesEnforcement Rules
E1: (Certified Relation) The system must maintain E1: (Certified Relation) The system must maintain 
the list of relations specified in rule C2the list of relations specified in rule C2, and must , and must 
ensure that ensure that the only manipulation of any CDI is by the only manipulation of any CDI is by 
a TPa TP, where the TP is operating on the , where the TP is operating on the CDI as       CDI as       
specified in some relationspecified in some relation..
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Certified RelationCertified Relation
The above rules provide the basic framework to   The above rules provide the basic framework to   
ensure ensure internal consistency of the internal consistency of the CDIsCDIs. . 
To provide To provide a mechanism for external consistencya mechanism for external consistency, , 
the the separation of dutyseparation of duty mechanism, we need          mechanism, we need          
additional rules to control additional rules to control which persons can exewhich persons can exe
cute which programs on specified cute which programs on specified CDIsCDIs..
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Allowed RelationAllowed Relation
E2 : The system must maintain a list of relations  E2 : The system must maintain a list of relations  
of the form: (of the form: (UserIDUserID, , TPiTPi, (, (CDIaCDIa, , CDIbCDIb, , CDIcCDIc, . . . )), , . . . )), 
which relates a user, a TP, and the data objects    which relates a user, a TP, and the data objects    
that TP may reference on behalf of that userthat TP may reference on behalf of that user. It    . It    
must ensure that must ensure that only executions described in     only executions described in     
one of the relations are performedone of the relations are performed..
C3: C3: The list of relations in E2The list of relations in E2 must be certified to must be certified to 
meet the meet the separation of duty requirementseparation of duty requirement..
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User AuthenticationUser Authentication
The above relation made use of The above relation made use of UserIDUserID, an             , an             
identifieridentifier for a user of the system.for a user of the system.
E3: The system must authenticate E3: The system must authenticate the identity of the identity of 
each user attempting to execute a TPeach user attempting to execute a TP..
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LogLog
All All TP executionTP execution must be logged to provide an     must be logged to provide an     
audit trailaudit trail. . 
the logthe log can be modeled as can be modeled as a special CDIa special CDI, with an    , with an    
associated TPassociated TP that only appends to the that only appends to the existing  existing  
CDI valueCDI value. . 
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LogLog
LoggingLogging is essential to is essential to auditingauditing and and auditingauditing is    is    
essential to essential to integrityintegrity..
No TPNo TP can overwrite can overwrite a loga log..
C4: C4: All All TPsTPs must be certified to write an                must be certified to write an                
appendappend--only CDI (the log)only CDI (the log) all information              all information              
necessary to permit necessary to permit the nature of the operation    the nature of the operation    
to be reconstructedto be reconstructed..
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Unconstrained Data ItemsUnconstrained Data Items
In addition to In addition to CDIsCDIs, most systems contain , most systems contain data     data     
items not covered by the integrity policyitems not covered by the integrity policy. We call  . We call  
them them unconstrained data Items, or unconstrained data Items, or UDIsUDIs..
For example, at For example, at a bank ATMa bank ATM, , numbersnumbers entered at entered at 
keyboard are keyboard are UDIsUDIs, so it may be entered or          , so it may be entered or          
modified arbitrarily.modified arbitrarily.
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Unconstrained Data ItemsUnconstrained Data Items
C5 : Any C5 : Any TPTP that takes a that takes a UDIUDI as an input value     as an input value     
must be certified to perform only must be certified to perform only valid                    valid                    
transformationstransformations, or else , or else no transformationsno transformations, for   , for   
any possible value of the UDIany possible value of the UDI. . The transformationThe transformation
should take the input from a should take the input from a UDIUDI to a to a CDICDI, or the  , or the  
UDIUDI is rejected. Typically, this is an edit program.is rejected. Typically, this is an edit program.
In the previous example, In the previous example, TPsTPs must must validate numbvalidate numb
ers entereders entered (to make them a CDI) before using the(to make them a CDI) before using the
m; m; if validation fails, TP rejects UDIif validation fails, TP rejects UDI..
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Separation of DutySeparation of Duty
UsersUsers of of TPsTPs cancan’’t certify t certify TPsTPs so they canso they can’’t write            t write            
programsprograms to access to access production databasesproduction databases. They . They 
only can use only can use existing production programs and   existing production programs and   
databasesdatabases. . 
E4 : Only E4 : Only the agent permitted to certify entitiesthe agent permitted to certify entities
may change may change the list of such entities associated   the list of such entities associated   
with other entitieswith other entities: specifically, : specifically, the associated     the associated     
with a TPwith a TP. . An agentAn agent that can certify that can certify an entityan entity may may 
not have any execute rights with respect to that   not have any execute rights with respect to that   
entity.entity.
This enforces This enforces the separation of dutythe separation of duty with respect with respect 
to to certified and allowed relationscertified and allowed relations..
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C5: C5: TPsTPs validate UDIvalidate UDI

E1: E1: CDIsCDIs changed only by authorized TPchanged only by authorized TP

C4: C4: TPsTPs write to logwrite to log
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E2: Users authorized for TPE2: Users authorized for TP
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Changed only byChanged only by
Security officerSecurity officer

System inSystem in
some statesome state
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Thanks!

Q & AQ & A
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